
Endosymbiosis- we are not "single infested blobs"… every one of our cells contains organelles. Lynn 
Margolis’s hypothesis about how cells acquired some of their most important intracellular 
organelles: mitochondria and chloroplasts have DNA of their own and possibly in flagella and cilia. 
Spirochetes bacteria have seen being attached to and becoming the flagella of single-celled 
eukaryotes. 
  
Euglenozoans (flagellates) "the ancient ones" 
When looking at these four groups these four aspects are considered: 
 Origins: the start 
 Diversity: some make own food, others scavenge and others are predators 
 Parasites. i.e. myxotricha paradoza which lives in the guts of termites. It has cellulase. There 

are protozoans in the intestine of the termite, which feeds on the wood of houses.  
 -colonial existence: benefits of colonial existence,  

  
Rhizopodans: the "shapeless ones" 
 Origins: from eugloenozoans (some have flagella) 
 Diversity: many kinds and all are either predators, scavengers or parasites.  
 Parasites: nasty amoebas can blind those with contact lenses that don’t clean regularly 
 Colonial existence: slime mould, able to move- advantage to find food? 

  
Ampicomplexans: parasites such as malaria. These parasites have apicoplasts which look like non-
photosynthetic chloroplasts. 
Statistical correlation between schizophrenia and toxoplasmosis (cat and rat disease). 
  
Most of the individual cells that comprise sponges look like specialised types of Protistans cells. 
 

LECTURE 3: Specialised Cells 
  

1. Sex cells: All sperm cells are similar however small differences have big implications. The origin 
of the primary sperm cells in vertebrates is not in the region of the genitalia, but in the lining 
of the gut wall which is technically outside the body. Females have 500,000 eggs at birth but 
only 400 mature whereas 300,000,000 sperm in each ejaculation. An ectopic pregnancy is 
when sperm lands inside the abdominal wall or another unusual place, develop a placenta and 
develop a baby. Men can lactate with the capacity to produce milk. A virus invades someone 
else's body then squirts their DNA/RNA into the hosts cells which then goes on to reproduce 
the virus's DNA. 
  

2. Epithelial Cells: a protective covering or lining of all free body surfaces both external (skin) and 
internal (lungs) which secretes excess fluid such as mucous, sweat etc. Another role; 
embryological source for other tissues. In chordates, the first opening(protostome) becomes 
the bum and the mouth is the second. As we grow, oral epithelium invades the deeper tissues 
of our mouth-where is then goes on to produce modified 'dermal denticles' =our teeth. 75% of 
all human cancers are developed on epithelial cells. Could this be because of their constant 
needs to divide to replace cells or due to their frequent contact with carcinogenic factors? 
  

3. Connective tissue cells: Each type of connective tissue has cells that produce a matrix in which 
they exist. Some matrices are solid (bone), some are fluid (blood). Collagen is the main 
component of connective tissue and is one of the most abundant protein in vertebrates (up to 
35% of the body's total protein). What is ALIVE? "Any entity capable of growth, reproduction 
or protein synthesis, if placed in an optimal environment, is alive. 
  



 
  
In vertebrates, the nervous system is regionally specialised: PNS and CNS 
  
CNS: 
 The brain integrative power and underlies complex behaviour of vertebrates 
 The spinal cord integrates simple responses to certain kinds of stimuli and conveys info to and 

from the brain 
  

 



  
The PNS transmits info to and from CNS and regulates movement and internal environment 

 
  
Somatic: carries signal to skeletal muscles 
  
Autonomic: regulates internal environment in involuntary manner 
 Sympathetic: fight or flight response. Prepares body for action i.e. Increase heart rate, blood 

pressure, enhancing sense of smell, dilating pupils, activating secretion of hormones 
(adrenalin) and reproductive system 

  
 Parasympathetic: maintenance functions i.e. Activities that occur after eating, sex, salivation, 

urination etc. 
  
 Enteric division: digestive tract, pancreas and gallbladder 

 


